Leibniz on Causation and Agency

This book presents a comprehensive examination of Gottfried Leibniz’s views on the nature of agents and their actions. Julia Jorati offers a fresh look at controversial topics including Leibniz’s doctrines of teleology, the causation of spontaneous changes within substances, divine concurrence, freedom, and contingency, and also discusses widely neglected issues such as his theories of moral responsibility, control, attributability, and compulsion. Rather than focusing exclusively on human agency, she explores the activities of nonrational substances and the differences between distinctive types of actions, showing how the will, appetitions, and teleology are key to Leibniz’s discussions of agency. Her book reveals that Leibniz has a nuanced and compelling philosophy of action that has relevance for present-day discussions of agency. It will be of interest to scholars and students of early modern philosophy as well as to metaphysicians and philosophers of action.
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Note on Translations and Citations

If an English edition is explicitly cited (or associated with an abbreviation), translations are taken from that English edition unless otherwise specified. In all other cases, translations are mine. Quotations will include all italics from the original text, unless otherwise specified.
## Abbreviations

### (a) Texts by Leibniz and Editions of Leibniz Texts

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CD</td>
<td><em>Causa Dei</em>, appended to the <em>Theodicy</em> (1710). Cited by section number as in G 6:439–62.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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List of Abbreviations

G

GLW

GM

Gr

H

L

LC

LDB

LDV

LGR

LSC

M

Mason

Mollat

MP

NE
List of Abbreviations

Toland *A Collection of Several Pieces of Mr. John Toland*, London: Peele, 1726. [Contains a short Leibniz text as an appendix.]

(b) Texts by Authors Other Than Leibniz

xii List of Abbreviations

DV Thomas Aquinas, *De veritate*. In CT. Cited by question and article.


ST Thomas Aquinas, *Summa Theologiae*. In CT. Cited by part, question, and article.